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John Owen joined Airshare, based in Lenexa, Kansas, as chief 
financial officer in 2016 and was named president and CEO 
in March 2018. Airshare is a fractional ownership and aircraft 
management company. It was founded in Wichita in 2000 and 
is celebrating its 20th anniversary. 

Q. How has business been through the COVID-19 pandemic?
A. We were bracing for the worst and really hit the low in

April. But since April, (we have) climbed out pretty quickly ... 
We’re not quite back to 100%. The way our model works, it’s very 
conducive to business travel. So the majority of our customers, 
I’d say, 70% or so, are businesses. The business travel, as a lot 
of people know, has not quite climbed up to normal. We are 
seeing people getting more and more comfortable with it on 
the business side. I’d say every week, it seems like a few more 
are traveling or the hours tend to pick up … Over the last couple 
of months or so, as we’ve seen things come back and really a 
big opportunity in private aviation to really explode. So we’re 
excited. 

Q. Did Airshare have to furlough or lay off anyone?
A. No. We went into this with the one ultimate goal of no

layoffs or furloughs, which we succeeded in. We spent 20 
years essentially developing an employee base that we love 
and a management team that we love. And the last thing we 
want to do was strip that back. In the beginning, people were 
working a lot less. We’ve even done some hiring in certain 
areas. 

Q. Have you had many new entrants to business aviation come
aboard?

A. Yes. We’re seeing a lot of new entrants in this space.
Especially, in the market that we’re in, with the light jets on the 
fractional side, we’re seeing a lot of people that have always had 
the financial means to do it, but have really waited until now to 
say, ‘OK. Now is the time that I’m going to do it.’ We have more 
customers now than we did at the start of COVID, although our 

(flight) hours haven’t 
quite climbed back up 
to where they were. 

Q. Will new entrants
stay once commercial
flights return?

A. People during
this time are seeing 
the benefits of flying 
privately. I guess it’s 
like somebody told 
me the other day. ‘If 
you started to fly first 
class, you’ll do anything not to have to go back in coach. And if 
you start flying privately, you’d probably do just about anything 
not to have to go back to first class even.’ Right? 

Q. How much are flight hours lagging?
A. Overall, we’re probably sitting at 70% to 80% from normal,

which is much higher than we thought we would be at this time. 
So, we’re excited. 

Q. What’s been the biggest change that you’ve seen in your
four years at Airshare?

A. The biggest piece is our rebrand. We were really two sep-
arate businesses, two separate websites. One part of the busi-
ness was the fractional side. The other side was the managing 
charter side of the business. We saw an opportunity of combin-
ing the entire suite of services under one umbrella, which is now 
Airshare versus the old businesses of Executive Airshare and 
Executive Flight Services. We constantly saw people that were 
inquiring of what we did and thinking they should be in frac-
tional, when maybe they should just be a chartered customer a 
couple of times a year. Or maybe they consume enough hours 
to own their own airplane. 

Q. Airshare started as a regional business. Where is your
focus?

A. We’re really centered in the United States, so from the
Chicago area down through Iowa, Nebraska, Kansas, Missouri, 
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Oklahoma, Texas. And then we have a customer base in Colora-
do and one out in Buffalo, New York. We fly anywhere. We devel-
op density within these regions, which then allows us to pass the 
overall efficiency savings on to our customers, so the airplanes 
aren’t dead heading all over the place.

Q. How big is your fleet now?
A. We operate just under 50 aircraft. Half of them are on the

fractional side, which are Phenom 100s and Phenom 300s. The 
other half are managed. We have a nice mix.

Q. Are there plans to purchase more aircraft?
A. Right now, we’re a little bit settled in. We’re in a nice spot

just waiting for everything to come back. We always had ideas 
of buying new airplanes and expanding into new markets

Q. What are your growth plans?
A. Now, it’s about expanding into new markets. We recently

went to the upper Midwest, which includes Chicago, Indianap-
olis, Cincinnati, Louisville areas. We’re working to build our 
customer base there. We’d love to get out to the East Coast, 
Northeast and Southeast in the future. 

Q. You sell flight days instead of flight hours. How does that
work?

A. With the day-based model, we don’t limit your hours. You’ve
essentially got unlimited hours, based on crew duty times. The 
plane stays with you all day so you can come and go as you 
please. You may take a 3-hour flight to the coast and come back 
later. Or you may take a couple of short hops around wherever.  
We have an app that gives you access to the pilot’s phone num-
bers and you can text them, call them and tell them you want 
to leave early. We’ve had situations where you may be in the air 
coming back and decide ‘Oh, can we go somewhere else?’ We 
can accommodate that. The plane’s there for you however you 
need it. 

and where everyday life has now returned 
to a certain level of normalcy, when it 
comes to general aviation, there’s a much 
dimmer story still to tell,” Lowe said. 

“And frankly, it’s a continuing story, 
and not all COVID-19 related, as the GA 
market in China has been on the decline 
since 2017/2018.”

General aviation flight hours fell signifi-
cantly in February in China but recovered 
through April and May with a return to 2019 levels in June. 
Flight hours exceeded 2019 levels in July and August. Hours 
are expected to be down 3% in 2020 compared to a year ago. 

“Industry sectors that are of increasing interest are emergency, 
transportation and consumer services,” Lowe said. 

Of the total fleet, 1,472 are turboprop and piston aircraft, 
about 50% of the total fleet; 1,070 are helicopters, 37% of the 
fleet; and 326 are business jets, 11% of the fleet. Other types 
equal 2% of the fleet. 

At the end of 2019, the number of civil aviation pilot licenses 
totaled 68,274, with growth stable at about 10% per year for the 
past four years. 

The airlines employ 90% of those with licenses, Asian Sky 
Group says. Pilot interest in general aviation for employment is 
limited, it says.

The government of the People’s Republic of China continues 

to invest heavily in general aviation, with 
the number of general aviation airports 
totaling 246, exceeding the number of 
public transport airports for the first 
time. 

Thirteen fixed base operators, seven 
self-operated maintenance, repair and 
overhaul facilities and 38 flight schools 
also operate in China. 

China also now has 32 general avia-
tion manufacturers operating with production certificates, with 
18 producing their own aircraft, mostly falling in the very-light 
sport category. 

Other manufacturers operating in a “higher market” are doing 
so because of joint ventures or acquisitions, Asian Sky Group 
says. 

The government also continues to issue policies to support 
general aviation development, particularly for general aviation 
airport and infrastructure construction, low-altitude airspace 
opening and cross-border helicopter operations within the 
Guangdong, Hong Kong and Macau regions.

Electric-powered vertical-takeoff-and-landing (eVTOL) aircraft 
and urban air mobility aircraft are developing quickly in China. 
Manufacturers, such as Ehang, Geely Taili, Fengfei and Xiaop-
eng Huitian, have made significant progress in the sector there, 
Asian Sky Group notes. 
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“Growth in the number of operators 
is also declining. In 2018, 100 new 

operators entered the market ... 56 
new entrants in 2019 and 37 in 2020 

as the industry absorbed the 
economic impact of the 
COVID-19 pandemic...”

-Jeffrey Lowe, Asian Sky Group CEO


